w E are interested to learn that the views we have expressed on this subject are probably shared by representatives of military opinion; for we are informed that the treatment of scientific candidates for Line cadetships, under the similar regulations for admission to Sandhurst that were introduced in 1884, met with a very unfavourable reception from at least one of the service journals. At the time of their introduction, the Army and Gazette pointed out, as we have done, the serious objections that exist to giving modern languages so great an ascendency as is allotted to them in the pre5ent Sandhurst competitions. All that was said on this subject in 1884 applies with much greater force to the proposed mode of selecting officers for the scientific branches of the Army. We do not underrate the value of modern languages to soldiers, or to any other class, but an education in which mathematics a nd mode-rn languages occupy so dominant a position as they are likely to possess in the education of m a ny of the successful \Voolwich cadets of the future 1 is scarcely more defensible than would be the adoption now of the purely classical training of former years. 'V.l e trust, therefore, that no pains will be spared by those who are interested in this question to further the efforts that are being made to bring about the adoption of a more liberal scheme, which shall encourage early specializing on the part of the candidates to a less degree, and be more just to the particular class whose claims we have urged.
These regulations seem calculatecl to perpetu::tte the system of education of which it has been repeatedly complained that "it has too much to do with books and too little to do with things"; and, apart from their unfairness, they will tie the hands of those head masters who are willing, or even anxious, to adapt the work of their schools to the needs of the times, by forcing upon them a narrow curriculum of which they do not approve. This is not only unfortunate but unnecessary, for there is no real obstacle in the way of formulating a scheme of examination that shall both give fair play to all the candidates, and leave the hands of the teachers comparatively unshackled.
Much as the claims of science a re still underrated by the unthinking among us, it was hardly to be expected that the representatives of a scientific profession would sanction regulations which will tend to prevent the admission to that profession of youths of scientific power, and which are also calculated to dis :ourage any element of science teaching in the previous education of those who may wish to join it. Complaints of the absence of such training are familiar enough, and regulations intended to encourage such preliminary work are not uncommon. This adds not a little to our surprise at the proposals of the War Office Committee. We regret to perceive in them a fresh 1 Since and modern lang uages will count for 12 .coo marks out of a ma.:"timum of 16. soo, and as about sooo will be suffic.ent for s uccess in future, it is not uulike'y that many candidates may deem it safest or ea!:.iest to almost confine tht:ir studies to these two branches.
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illustration of the tendency of Examining Boards to sacrifice the interests of the examined to a desire for simplicity in their schemes of examination, a tendency that constitutes a source of serious danger to proper freedom of education in these days, when admission to all the higher avocations is so jealously guarded by competitive or qualifying examinations.
In the di sc ussion of this subject that has occurred in our columns a statement has been made, and repeated, by one of our correspondents, that requires notice. We allude to the contention that chemistry, physics, and geology are not good educational subjects for boys under sixteen years of age. This is a statement wi th which very few who have given these sciences a fai r trial will agree; moreover, it is not pertinent to the question under discussion. Successful candidates for the Woolwich cadetships are, we believe, on an average, not much less than seventeen and a half years of age, and in future the average of age is more likely to rise than to fall in consequence of the increased severity of the examination in obligatory mathematics. No liberalminded man will deny that the-above-natned sciences are exceedingly good educational subjects, between the ages of fifteen and seventeen and a half' years, in the case of those who have ability and liking for them, by whom alone they will as a rule be studied among the candidates for \Voolwich. Of course there are some for whom such studies are unfitted, but we very much doubt whether the military authorities will greatly regret the rejection of such as these. Their powers are likely to be more profitably employed in other directions.
If we may judge from the memorandum lately issued with the Army Estimates by Mr. Stanhope, we may conclude that the present time affords a good opportunity for urging upon his notice the thoroughly unpractical character of the proposed changes. The frankness with which Mr. Stanhope admits other deficiencies in the system of our military administration encourages the expectation that in this matter also he will act with an equal degree of practical sense, and that it will not be long before we shall hear that the efforts of those who have taken up this matter are bearing fruit. T HIS is a of great interest to many classes of scientific men, as well as to the public at large. Its contents are of an extremely varied character. Readers of NATURE, as such, are not deeply concerned with discussions of Female Dress in ancient Greece, with Rhythm in English verse, or with the characteristics of Mrs. Siddons as an actress. Nor will they, as a body, care much for the merits and demerits of Trade Unions, the relations of Supply and Demand, or other branches of the would-be science called Political Economy. The literary and economic Journals, on the other hand, will probably regard these as among the more valuable contents of these volumes. u NATURE [March 8, 1888 But the Biographical Sketch of Prof. Jenkin is of high interest to all :-first, because it traces the successive advances made by the indomitable perseverance of a brave man in his protracted struggles against difficulties of no common order :-secondly, because it is the work of one of the most remarkable writers of our time, who has thus given fresh proof of the versatility of his genius. The result, however, cannot we think be looked on as wholly satisfactory by those who really knew Prof. Jenkin. The power displayed i·n the narrative is unquestionable, the various characters stand forward in clear-cut outline, and we seem to see them act out their lives before us as we read. But the weird imagination of the writer has proved too much for him, and some of his " situations" are altogether overcharged.
PROFESSOR
The late Prof. Jenkin was essentially a frank, straightforward, hard-working, clear-headed, practical scientific man :-and it is in this capacity that he will be held in honourable remembrance by the scientific world. ·what was the character of his grandmother, or what forms of relaxation he himself sought from study or business, are matters of infinitely less-importance. Scientific men would have been glad to learn many things not mentioned here :-e.g. the secret of his singularly methodical management of complicated correspondence :-for it is in such matters that they are, as a rule, most sorely tried as well as most miserably inefficient. But his Biographer is a true Artist, for whom business, method, and even science itself have no attractions ; except in so far as they may serve occasionally to heighten the lights or to darken the shadows of an ideal picture And it must be acknowledged that Mr. Stevenson has, in a very remarkable degree, succeeded in the work as he understood z"t; viz. in tracing the behaviour of that wholly unscientific (and therefore imaginary) structureless germ which renders "the biography of the man . . . . only an episode in the "epic of the family."
We are introduced at starting to a powerful but repulsive sketch of a family of country bumpkins, sots and somers :-culminating in a weak but handsome and wellmeaning midshipman of "a simplicity that came near to "vacancy." He married, in the West Indies, the daughter of a somewhat lively lady who" would tie her house slaves "to the btd and lash them with her own hand." Of the daughter we are told that, on occasion, she exhibited " characteristic barbarity." The domestic fate of the poor midshipman can of course be foreseen. " His wife, "impatient of his incapacity and surrounded by brilliant "friends, used him with a certain contempt. She was the "managing partner; the life was hers, not his; after his "retirement they lived much abroad, where the poor "Captain, who could never learn any language but his "own, sat in the corner mumchance ; and even his son, ('carried away by his bright mother, did not recognize "for long the treasures of simple chivalry that lay buried "in the heart of his father."
Such, we are told, were the parents of Professor Jenkin. Now we would ask in all earnestness cuz" bono? What class of readers is likely to be the better of such information as this? Surely such things, if such there were, ought to have been passed over in silence, or at least reserved to adorn, incognito, a new sensational narrative of the Jekyll and Hyde, or Dynamiter, type! This powerful but cold-blooded description of monsters, and their atrocities, is succeeded by another quite as realistic whose moti_f is the struggle for existence on the part of the impecunious parents.
Here, however, we find some relief in the frank boyish letters from young Jenkin, describing to an old school-fellow what he saw m Paris in the memorable days of 1848. For a few pages the merciless scalpel is allowed to remain inactive :-only to be applied again with fresh vigour, but now to Prof. Jenkin himself. All who knew him were aware that in the course of his singularly errant career he had lived much and happily with rough working men, and that he had made no great efforts to acquire that artificial veneer of "manners" (as it is called ) which often serves the vilest of our race as a passport into "Society." But surely a single sentence on the subject would have sufficed any reasonable biographer ! Why this Pre-Raphaelite minuteness and copiousnes; of detail, except to add to the miserable heap of " Things one would rather not have said"? We gladly leave this aspect of the book with the remark that it affords fresh proof that literary men, even of the highest rank, are not necessarily qualified to be writers of biography, specially of scientific biography.
But there are statements of a darker stamp, such as in fact tend to impeach the sterling honesty which was one of the prominent features of Jenkin's character. The Biographer's story of his Class Certificate in Engineering will, we are certain, find no credence ·,vith any one who knew Prof. Jenkin. Under the conditions stated, nothing worthy the name of certificate could have been given by him. The story is susceptible, however, of an easy explanation. The Biographer has already told a similar tale of himself regarding his relations to another of the Edinburgh Professors. We have therefore only a recurrence of one of those half sportive, half serious, fits of introspection which form part of his literary art. Still, we do not like to meet with such things in such a connexion.
An exceedingly interesting and graphic chapter gives, in Jenkin's own words, a sketch of the busy times he had in laying and lifting submarine cables in the Mediterranean and in the Atlantic. His capacity for hard work, and his readiness of resource, appear at once from this singularly modest narrative. Appended to the Biography we have a brief but comprehensive summary of Jenkin's electrical work, drawn up by Sir Willi am Thomson. From this we cannot make extracts. It must be read as a whole. Col. Fergusson has added an excellent sketch of Jenkin's services to general sanitation. Had Jenkin done nothing but this, his name would still be well worthy of remembrance as that of a signal benefactor of humanity.
The oth contents of these volumes, so far as they can be discussed here, consist of reprints of some of Jenkin's published papers. Particularly interesting and valuable are two from the JVortlz Britislt Review ;-the first on Lucretius, and tlze Atomic Tlzeory, the second on Darwz"n, and the Origin of Species. Both have important bearings on questions at present prominently before the public, so that it is specially convenient to have them in this easily accessible form. From the second we quote but a single sentence, of itself quite sufficient to confirm the above statements:-"Any one of the main pleas of our argument, if "established, is fatal to Darwin's theory." This is not, as some might hastily suppose, the selflaudation of a flippant "paper-scientist"; it is the deliberate statement of a clear-headed man who took nothing for granted, and who never wrote on anything till he felt convinced that he understood it.
We next come to a thoroughly practical Essay on Scientific and Tee/mica! Education, a subject which Jenkin was peculiarly qualified to speak. The following extract may be taken as a specimen. Jenkin has been alluding to the willing and valuable assistance which a Teacher often receives from his higher practical students in conducting some new research ; and proceeds to I say:-"The rank and file-the ordinary well-meaning student "who will never become a leading light in science-is "worthy of our attention. If he is well educated he may "become a successful manufacturer, contractor, engineer, "or farmer, and sensibly increase the power and wealth "of our country. It seeras to me that this student is not "so well provided for in our scientific teaching as is "desirable. And the main question I propose for dis-" cussion is, how we are to improve the education of this " second-best young .man. My own answer put briefly, " is that we can teach him systematically the art of "measurement. We cannot give him the hunger for "knowledge, the acute logical discrimination, nor the " imaginative faculty required for research ; but we can "teach him how to ascertain and record facts accurately; " we can bring home to him the truth that no scientific "knowledge is definite except that based on the numeri-" cal comparison which we call measurement ; we can "teach him the best modes of making that comparison "in respect of a vast number of magnitudes, and in teach-" ing this we shall teach him to use his hands and eyes. "This practical teaching gives clear conceptions to the ''minds of many who receive a verbal definition as a "mere string of dead words. I should be glad if it were "generally proclaimed that the elementary training in all " our science laboratories should be a training in the art "of measurement. I wish that the classes were called "measurement classes. Then a student of ordinary in-" telligence would know that by entering a given class he "would learn how to measure those magnitudes with "which he will have to deal in after life. The attempt to "measure them will lead him to consider their nature, "and he will approach scientific study in the class room " with a faith in the reality of which no verbal "exhortation will ever give him. You may define the "absolute unit of electrical resistance as accurately as "you will, and your definition shall affect the average "brain to no perceptible extent ; but a young man of "very ordinary education and intelligence can learn to ·" measure resistances in ohms, and having learnt this, an "ohm becomes a reality to him. Not only does the "knowledge he has acquired make him a more valuable ''assistant to the engineer and contractor, but having "acquired a working faith in the existence of ohms, he "is prepared to take some trouble to understand the "scientific definition."
Prof. Ewing reprints in full, in the last division of the work, three characteristic papers selected from Prof. Jenkin's writings on Applied Science :-and he gives in brief but clear abstract, and with full references, the contents of all. This part of the work seems to be very well <lone, and it forms a sort of commentary on, as well as complement of, the short article of Sir W. Thomson's to which we have already alluded. These handsome volumes will be specially welcomed by practical scientific men, b\lt as we said at starting, there is much in them of interest and value to all. P. G. T.
OIL ON TROUBLED WATERS. Le Filage de l'Hui!e. Par le Vice-Amiral G. Cloue.
(Paris : Gauthier-Villars, 1887.)
T HAT the great effect produced by oil in smoothing troubled waters should have been so well known in times past as to have passed into a proverb, and yet that no general practical use of this effect should have been made until the last few years, is a remarkable instance of the tardiness of manKind to apply the benefits that natural phenomena provide. To the Hydrographic Office of the United States is mainly due the credit of bringing into prominence, and forcing on the notice of seamen, in various publications, the great importance of this property of oil under circumstances when life and property are endangered by breaking seas, and the extreme facility and trifling expense of its employment. Thanks to the efforts of the Americans, the facts are now well known to all English-speaking mariners, and many are the instances of the successful use of oil ; but, nevertheless, the prejudices of many are still against it.
The Admiralty, in 1886, issued a memorandum on the subject to the fleet, largely founded on the American publications. Admiral Cloue has done a like service for his countrymen, and has written the best and most complete essay on the subject, in the little brochure before us. Drawing on the mass of experiences collected by the American Office, and giving them due credit for their action, he reports additional striking cases which have occurred during the last year or two, and suggests many practical means of employing oil under circumstances other than those yet tried, or where it has to some extent failed.
The facts are briefly these. In the heaviest gales at sea, when breaking seas are a source of danger to small or heavily laden vessels, or an inconvenience and discomfort to larger or more seaworthy ones, a very small quantity of oil, skilfully applied to suit the circumstances, spreads upon the surface of the water with marvellous I rapidity, and forms a perfect breakwater, the raging waves being instantaneously transformed into a harmless swell, which quietly lifts the ship without any of the violent shocks and blows caused by the impact of an almost walllike mass of water about to break. Spray alone comes on board in place of the sheets of water and green seas which often do so much damage. Admiral C!oue calculates, from a number of instances where the quantity of oil used and the speed of the vessel are given, that the film of oil which causes this marvellous and beneficent effect can be little more than I/IOo,ooo of a millimetre in thickness! Experience already goes to show that a small quantity of oil is mote efficacious than a free application of it, the film apparently spreading more quickly. Less than half a gallon an hour seems to secure the largest ship from being boarded by the waves.
The ordinary method of its application is to hang small canvas bags, containing about a couple of gallons of oil, so
